Case Study

Premier Waste
Award-winning waste disposal experts

Success brought its own problems for Premier Waste Services of Hyde, Greater
Manchester. Continuing expansion called for larger premises with the facilities
to repair their own truck fleet and skips for hire. Co-owner Frank Ridley needed
an off-grid heating solution that was not only cost-effective but was also clean
enough to satisfy his company’s exemplary environmental record. The firm has
won bronze, silver and gold in the Considerate Constructors Awards, winning
honours three years running since they first entered in 2013.

“AvantiGas came down and Area Sales Manager Robert Burton stayed in touch until the
time came closer to installing the system. We went back to them – and the rest is
history.”
The Challenge
Radical renovations were needed for the off-grid
building destined to handle the servicing and
repair of Premier Waste’s fleet of 20 skip-hire
trucks. After choosing LPG as the cleanest, most
cost-effective space heating solution, the
location of the bulk storage tank was crucial to
the safe flow of traffic.

The Results
“Rob has accommodated the tank and the piping for
us nicely, the installation is good – otherwise it would
have occupied too much of the operating area,” said
Frank Ridley. “It all went very smoothly, very
professional. And there’s no need to phone in orders
– it’s automatic, which we were impressed with. We
don’t have to keep an eye on that.”

What We Did
AvantiGas Area Sales Manager Robert Burton
worked closely with the client and with industrial
heating specialist Harry Taylor of Ashton Ltd as
AvantiGas engineers located the one-tonne bulk
tank effectively and discreetly, maintaining clear
sight lines for vehicles while staying safely away
from truck movements. This meant installing
30m of pipework from tank to building to power
the blow heaters supplied by Harry Taylor’s, with
destratification fans deployed in the ceiling to
maximise heating efficiency and minimise fuel
usage.

AvantiGas is proud to work with business owners
like Frank and companies like Premier Waste
Services and Harry Taylor’s.
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